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Beyond bits to the
preservation of meaning
• Using, re-using or preserving the meaning of data is
more than keeping a file uncorrupted for a long time
• Information needed to understand or interpret it may
include:
–
–
–
–
–

Purpose of the data collection/research question
file type & structure
parameters during collection
data collection “issues”
Intellectual conclusions: Publications, blogs, Lab
Notebooks

• This is hard and involves work from researchers!

STFC Facilities
driving scientific research
Neutron Sources
Providing powerful insights into key areas of energy,
biomedical research, climate, environment and security

High Power Lasers
Providing applications on bioscience and
nanotechnology and demonstrating laser driven fusion
as a future source of sustainable, clean energy

Light Sources
Providing new breakthroughs in
medicine, environmental and materials
science, engineering, electronics and
cultural heritage
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ISIS Background
• 2000 – 3000 experiments per year
• Mostly UK academics on EPSRC grants
• Experimental data is assigned an STFC Data Cite
DOI
• If PI already has used ISIS, need to detail the
publications coming out of last experiment
• Wide range of disciplines: from engineering, material
sciences to archaeology.

Why is STFC/ISIS interested in
the Research Data lifecycle?
• Impact Measurement
– Non-departmental Government Body, accountable to
Dept of Business, Innovation and Skills
– UK Government is spending £89.5m in 2014/15 on the
three large scale facilities: CLF, ISIS and Diamond
– Value for money, impact on UK plc
– Research Publications are a key indicator
– ISIS has collected publication information since 1984
(when it started)

• Adding value to research for researchers
• Encouraging/facilitating re-use

Example: Experiment on ISIS
ISIS Beamtime Application:
SXD Round: 2010 1
RB1010274 Reversible B-H Bond Activation at Cationic Rh(III)
Centres: Structural Characterization of Key Hydrogencontaining Intermediates
PI: Aldridge Dr S simon.aldridge@chem.ox.ac.uk
University of Oxford
Department of Chemistry

SXD Single crystal
diffractometer

ePubs: STFC’s institutional
repository
• In operation since 2003
• Scientific & Technical output of STFC: metadata &
some full text.
• Not just staff but also Facility users publications.
• In house software

SCAPE: context and linking for
use, re-use and preservation

Archive: uses SCAPE data
model to create a METS
package which is loaded into
Fedora 4 repository

Future Developments
• Automation of links:
– Work with Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
– SCAPE developments for ePubs into main development
strand

• Researchfish links
– Collect DOIs/persistent identifiers for data (in notes
field)
– Facility users depositing information: harvesting for
ePubs/IRO work

• Internal work with STFC researchers to capture “data
behind the publication” within scientific workflows

Challenges
• Making the connections
– Getting the information from the researcher at the right
point without making it feel like “administration burden”

• Automating connections
– Trust in other sources: accuracy
– Dependency on other sources: preservability

• Relationships between relationships
– Eg If both IRs and Journal publisher added, how can
user tell if the digital objects are all versions of the
same thing?

• Proving the usefulness to researchers

What does the future look like?
• Technically:
– From Prototype to mainstream use
– From manual to automatic

• Culturally:
– What's in it for me?
• Greater recognition & impact
• Easier to find connected
information

– What is useful to keep?
• Who for and what for?

– Who pays and maintains it?
• Costs & benefits
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